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The Track Resist Paintings 
 

I’m a big fan of vintage tracksuits. I like the way they make a head to toe statement, how they can be worn by any age or 
gender, how they streamline the body in a series of aerodynamic lines and shapes. 
 

In this series, I am thinking about digital technology and spaces, but using simple materials and techniques derived from 
traditional and children’s crafts. The process of dying cloth with a resist technique is adapted from the traditional craft of 
batik, where hot wax is painted in designs on cloth, then washed out after the cloth is dyed, leaving behind hand 
wrought images. Simple school glue is substituted in the “do-it-yourself” version of batik I employ. 
 

The designs are not repetitive or decorative, as in traditional batik, but are notational, unfinished and suggestive, like a 
map or plan sketched out on a napkin during conversation. They are suggestive of spatial relationships without specific 
references to spaces. They suggest something illegible, incomplete, yet purposeful, like your signature on an iPad, with 
the same embeddedness on the surface. 
 

In making the pictures, I must start at the end, with what I imagine it will look like, as the image is the result of the 
negative process of taking something away to reveal what was there, but altered, like a tattoo in reverse.  
 

The visual dynamic of the shapes and stripes of the tracksuits, the diagonal striations of the wood floors the tracksuits 
have been laid out as they were photographed to be offered for sale on eBay. The notational marks creating the illusion 
of geometric shapes are all compressed into a single, uninflected surface. Like a screen, the picture is “in” the surface, 
rather than on the surface. 
 
The Gingham Paintings on Jute 
 

For the gingham/jute paintings, I wanted to engage in a dialogue about the “thingness” of an image.  I wanted the very 
surface of the pictures to be perceived as a thing, so I chose jute, whose bumpy surface has very much the presence of a 
thing. I exaggerated and enhanced this by complimenting the naturally occurring incidences of texture with artificially 
created bumps and ridges using an acrylic medium. 
 

Over this surface, I painted a pattern of gingham checks, manipulating the pattern to simulate “folds”, glitches and other 
disruptions in the surface pattern.  The illusion of virtual folds and ridges, imposed upon a surface already possessed of 
its own emphatic skin, reminds me of how we experience the quotidian, fluid relationship between the tactile world and 
the virtual one. I find this sense of “being-on-the-surface” to be a dominant feature of contemporary life. 
 

Folding is a process that turns surface into space – it’s temporary and provisional, and can be improvisatory. I like to get 
lost in the weaving metaphor, the way it lends itself to descriptions of networks: folding as a temporary arrangement, for 
example.  

 
Dear Viewer, 
 
 
This exhibition of recent work brings together a few different 
series I have been working on over the last year. A common 
thread runs throughout the various groups of work represented 
here – pun intended. Instead of arguing through line here, I will 
describe the various groups, a bit about their materials, processes 
and intentions, and leave it you, the viewer, to experience how 
these things come together. 
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In the gridded network of communication technology that covers everything like a skin, a flexible, folded skin that we are 
part of. We imagine this network as a surface – it’s through the surface that we imagine this concept; the surface is the 
contrast between the virtual and the physical. Painters, dealing as they do with surface, are well poised to address these 
concepts in our digital epoch, whether they actually employ digital means as part of their process, or not. I do and don’t, 
depending. 
 
The Extra Layer Fashions 
 

My interest in incorporating fashion is an extension of playing with cloth and its many metaphors, as I’ve hinted at here. I 
actually do not design these garments. I am creating images, patterns and motifs that will be enhanced by being worn 
on clothing.  
 

Extra Layer draws its inspiration from the tuxedo t-shirt, a tromp l’oeil of one type of garment (formal, rare, special) on 
top of another garment  (casual, ubiquitous, everyday). The Belgian designer Martin Margiela famously designed a 
cotton gown printed with the image of a sequined one on top. I’ve really always admired the visual wit and punning play 
there.  
 

For the Extra Layer collection, which was manufactured by the company Print All Over Me and is available for sale on 
their website (paom.com), I again used the image of a tracksuit, printed on a tracksuits to play with the idea of layering, 
the garment being like another skin.  
 
The Raster Stars 
 

The title “Raster Star” is derived from an iconic work by Sigmar Polke, a simple drawing of Lee Harvey Oswald rendered 
in the “raster dots” of a photo printed in a newspaper. I used the “glue resist” technique to highlight the dot of simple 
polka dot fabric before dying the fabric. The images, although not printed or digitized, imitate the raster dots of pattern 
of a printed photo and the bitmap format in simple digital images. 
 

Reacting to Polke’s fascination with a notorious criminal figure, I wanted to celebrate personalities, whether real or 
fictive, who have influenced and inspired me. This is an on going series. Presented in this exhibition is a selection of 
Raster Stars depicting the following, in order of hanging: 
 

Rei Kawakubo, the influential Japanese fashion designer of the label Comme Des Garcons 
 

QTip, MC and producer of the alternative hip-hop group A Tribe Called Quest. Formed in 1985, their latest album 
“We got it from Here…Thank You 4 Your Service” was released in November 2016. 
 

Jeffrey Lee Pierce, (1958–1996) singer, songwriter and guitarist. He was one of the founding members of the 1980s 
punk band The Gun Club, and also released material as a solo artist. 
 

Nina Simone, legendary singer, musician and activist 
 

Gena Rowlands, actress, star and collaborator in numerous films by John Cassavettes, including Woman Under the 
Influence, Opening Night and Gloria 
 

Balthazar the Donkey, the lead character in the film “Au Hasard Balthazar” by French filmmaker Robert Bresson.  From 
the Wikipedia page on the film: "Robert Bresson's heart-breaking and magnificent Au Hasard Balthazar (1966) — the 
story of a donkey's life and death in rural France — is the supreme masterpiece by one of the greatest of 20th-century 
filmmakers." 

 

I positioned the mannequins under these, my own version of a prayer flag, in a gesture of praise, presence and partying, 
with their hands in the air. 
 
- Cheryl Donegan 
  February 10, 2017 


